


t.r.u. ball® RUBBERNECK displays a new technology in the wrist strap

release market. featuring: twenty degrees total side-to-side movement, 
eliminating any unwanted torque, a new thermadynamic rubber placed

on the sleeve and thumb grip allowing for warmth and traction during

cold weather hunting. the rubberneck also has a new ergonomic

trigger and travel adjustment lock screw to secure adjustments. 
simply pull the trigger to open the jaws, and let up on the trigger to

close the jaws. available with black anodized head in your choice

of black leather buckle strap or camo velcro® strap

ITEM: TRNB - rubberneck - black leather buckle strap

ITEM: TRNV - rubberneck      - camo velcro® strap

t.r.u. ball® introduces the new BLACKNITE, BLACKNITE MIDNIGHT, BLACKNITE SUNSET and BLACKNITE CHAMELEON. 
the blacknite series is a dual caliper release featuring the thermodynamic rubber on the sleeve and thumb grip

allowing for warmth and traction during cold weather hunting. the release comes with a travel adjustment

lock screw to secure adjustments. pull trigger to open, let up to close. available in the four pictured colors

         with a black leather buckle strap or camo velcro® strap.

ITEM: TBNB - blacknite - black leather buckle strap
ITEM: TBNV - blacknite - camo velcro® strap  
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ITEM:ACUT-S319-4BK - ACCUSTAT SCOPE WITH YCS CONNECTION SYSTEM
- 3 pins - .019” fibers - black ITEM:ACUT-S510-4BK - ACCUSTAT SCOPE WITH YCS CONNECTION SYSTEM

- 5 pins - .010” fibers - black

the new ACCUSTAT SCOPE is the premier multi-pin micro-adjustable housing that will fit on to any AXCEL™ sight with a 2nd and 3rd aXis removable block. this includes the accutouch, ACHIEVE or

AX SERIES sights. offered in three and five pin configurations , with a choice of 0.010 or 0.019 pins sizes, or with the color options of green, red, blue and yellow. the ACCUSTAT SCOPE has a void

in the engraving at the center of the scope for those archers that choose to use their chaser pin in the eXact middle of the housing. the ACCUSTAT micro-adjustable pins work similarly to that of

the popular ARMORTECH HUNTING SIGHT, where you can loosen one or multiple pins for moving at a time. on the new ACCUSTAT SCOPE you will find a rheostat fiber cover that allows the archer to

adjust the brightness of the pins. the ACCUSTAT also will accept a rheostat sight light. the 1 ¾” housing has 24” of fiber weaving all the way around the scope. the ACCUSTAT will also feature a

new level bubble, where the bubble and bubble housing are within the circumference of the housing. all ACCUSTAT SCOPES will come with a small 6mm level bubble with the option to purchase a

large 8mm level bubble.
blue or white sight light available on page 23*blue fiber requires a blue sight light*white sight lights can be used for

green, red, and yellow

ITEM:ACUT-CLK5-MC
- accutouch accu-click™ - 5 pack - multicolored

ITEM:ACUT-CLK1-WH
- accutouch accu-click™ - 1 white “100yd” yardage marker

ITEM:ACUT-C510-4BK - accutouch carbon pro 
- with ACCUSTAT scope - 41mm housing - 5 pin - .010” fibers - black

ITEM:ACUT-N310           -4BK
- accutouch NON DAMPENED

- with ACCUSTAT scope- 41mm housing
- 3 pin - .010” fibers - black

ITEM:ACUT-D319-4BK
- accutouch DAMPENED - with ACCUSTAT scope

- 41mm housing - 3 pin - .019” fibers - black

aXcel™ sights completes its line of slider sights with the new ACCUTOUCH W/
ACCU-STAT SCOPE, featuring an adjustable rheostat fiber cover, individual
micro adjust pins in 3 or 5 pin options and multiple colors and sizes to choose
from. pick it, click it, stick it! 

patent pending

patent pending

LOWER PIN CHASER = designed for longer distance shooting.
MIDDLE PIN CHASER = designed for accuracy by keeping

the pin in the middle of the housing.

1" of vertical travel

micro-adjust pins (.00156" TRAVEL)

ITEM:ACUT-C310-4BK
ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS:

TYPE OF SIGHT:
D = DAMPENED
N = NON-DAMPENED
C = CARBON PRO

accutouch
FIBER SIZE:
10 = .010”
19 = .019” SCOPE:

4 = 41MM

COLOR:
B = BLACK

ADD “SO” TO THE END OF CODE FOR SPECIAL ORDER

*STANDARD
set-up

*STANDARD
set-up

*SO (SPECIAL ORDER) SIGHTS
available call for pricing

green
red
yellow
red
green

green
red
green

# OF PINS
3 = 3 PINS
5 = 5 PINS



a hinge/back tension shooters dream. with a nicely weighted
brass body, an enclosed smooth indeX finger and knurled second and
third finger, it is sure to provide a great feel! the simple, smooth and
crisp head, uses the new LEVER ALIGNMENT SYSTEM (LAS) technology. 
the LAS allows the archer to move the head of the release around the
outside edge of the indeX finger, adjusting how the fulcrum (pivot)    point of the
release works, in conjunction with the archers individual shooting style. the
fulkrum also allows archers who have accuracy robbing string or vane contact with
their face at full draw, the ability to drastically reduce this interference. the fulkrum
comes with two different speed dials for a fast or slower click. this release can also be
used without a click, by flipping the speed dial around 180 degrees. the laser engraved
marks on the moon adjustment make it easy to reference your preferred setting. 
for a matching thumb activated trigger release, the abyss provides you with accuracy
busting technology with the same eXact handle and impact points as the fulkrum. 

“i feel this is the ultimate back tension/hinge style release,  
and i hope you enjoy it!” - jesse broadwater

the first of its kind! a brass thumb activated button release, that uses the
EXACT same handle as the fulkrum with the same eXact impact point. the abyss also
uses the same LEVER ALIGNMENT SYSTEM (LAS) technology as the fulkrum. what
does this mean? it means that you don’t have to worry about what hinge/back
tension release to choose, you now have one to match in the fulkrum.  if you’re a
hinge/back tension shooter you now have a match in a thumb activated release, 
the abyss. the abyss comes with a unique three stage tension adjustment system, 
so all archers can be accommodated with their specific feel in trigger weight. also
a simple locking travel adjustment screw, allows you to set the travel to your
preference quickly and easily! an adjustable thumb trigger comes standard on the
abyss, allowing a where you want it feel. crisp, clean and comfortable shots are
what you can eXpect with the abyss!  

ITEM: TFLK-BS-3M
  - fulkrum - brass - 3finger - medium

HANDLE CONFIGURATION:                                 
- 3FINGER(3) OR 4FINGER(4)   

HANDLE SIZES:
- MEDIUM(M) OR LARGE(L)

HANDLE CONFIGURATION:                                 
- 3FINGER(3) OR 4FINGER(4)   

HANDLE SIZES:
- MEDIUM(M) OR LARGE(L)

ITEM: TABY-BS-3M
  - abyss - brass - 3finger - medium

MADE OF SOLID BRASS! 
this model features an ergonomic handle
that tapers smaller toward pinky. the h.b.c.
is available in a 3 finger (SIZES SMALL, MEDIUM, OR
LARGE) and a 4 finger model (SIZES MEDIUM OR
LARGE). micro-adjust one screw using visual
speed dial to reference settings. turn in to
make release hotter (     faster), back out to make
slower. assembled with a standard click, but
a fast click is sold separately.

reo wilde knew what he wanted when
he asked t.r.u. ball® release head engineer
marc rentz to design him a back tension
release that breaks or hinges the handle
between the indeX and middle finger to activate
the release. the result is the most technologically
advanced release the market has ever seen! reo set
a match play world record with a perfect score
      of 150-12X’s in the hbX’s debut in official
competition in shanghai, china.

ITEM: THBC-BS-3M
  - honey badger claw - brass - 3finger - medium

HANDLE CONFIGURATION:                                 HANDLE SIZES:
- 3FINGER(3) OR 4FINGER(4)                                - SMALL(S) (3 FINGER ONLY)

- MEDIUM(M) OR LARGE(L)

e. item: THT
3-BS

- ht pro 3 brass- m or l

f.   item: THT
4-BS

- ht pro 4 brass - m or l

g. item: THT
3 - ht 3 - m or l

h. item: THT
4 - ht 4 - m or l

i. item: THT
2 - ht 2 - m or l

j. item: THT
3-S - baby ht - s

item: THTF-R-BK
ht fingerless

rope connection
leather buckle strap

item: THTF-W-BK
ht fingerless

web strap connection
leather buckle strap

a micro-adjustable back tension release that allows you

to set the heat and fine tune your release to your preference. 

theHT
is available as a 2, 3, or 4 finger model in your

choice of medium or large designs. all handles are also

tapered near the ring and pinky fingers for an ergonomic

feel. a smaller, thinnerBA
BY

HT available

for smaller hands.

MICRO-ADJUST
INDICATOR

TWO THUMB-PIN
LOCATIONS

KNURLED HANDLE
GRIP

patented features give you the same amount of travel each time you shoot the release. push the activator

forward to draw your bow safely and release the activator when you are ready to begin back tension and shoot. 

the finest back tension training device to ever hit the archery market!

a. item: 2SS
4-BK

- sweet spot ii - 4 finger -black

b. item: 2US
4-BL

- sweet spot ii - ultra 4 - blue

c. item: 2US
3-BK

- sweet spot ii - ultra 3 - black

d. item: 2US
2-RD

- sweet spot ii - ultra 2 - red

item: 2SP
A-BS

- sweet spot pro
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the all new SWEET
SPO

T PR
O has again been re-defined. the SS

PRO
features a solid brass body that is thinner

with more ergonomic finger placements. interchangeable fingers are new in 2016, the interchangeable fingers

are the same finger pieces that are used for the popular thumb activated t.r.u. ball
® incredible release. among

the interchangeable fingers is a new three finger sweeping hook model. the SS
PRO

provides precise back tension at

any angle when activated. push the activator lever forward to draw your bow safely and release the activator

when you reach your anchor point and are ready to begin back tension and shoot. the SS
PRO

is now one of the

finest back tension training devices to ever hit the market.

A.

G.

H.

I. J.

E.

F.

B.

C.
D.

BLACK
(BK)

BLUE
(BL)

RED (RD)

INTERCHANGEABLE HANDLES - available separately

item: 2SH2-BS - sweet spot pro - 2 finger handle

item: 2SH3-BS - sweet spot pro - 3     finger claw handle

item: 2SH4-BS - sweet spot pro - 4 finger handle

ITEM: THBX-BS-3M
  - hbX - brass - 3finger - medium

HANDLE CONFIGURATION:                                 HANDLE SIZES:
- 3FINGER(3)                                                          - SMALL(S) (3 FINGER ONLY)

- MEDIUM(M) OR LARGE(L)



THE MOST INCR
EDIBLE

TRIGGER RELEASE, PERIOD
!

this flagship t.r.u. ball® release has a thumb cocking bar located out of the way, not in the palm of your

hand where it could be touched during the shot sequence.  featuring interchangeable handle options; 

2-finger, 3-finger, 4-finger relaXed & 4-finger straight handle configurations.  includes the absolute model

accuracy feature of the "in-line free floating head" or h.c.t. with 360 degrees of rotation settings.  

the t.r.u. ball® INCR
EDIB

LE release is designed for the ultimate archer, featuring an internal trigger s   tabilizer

mechanism to provide the most crisp zero-travel trigger available in the industry today!

A. ITEM: T
IN3 - the incredible - 3 finger

B.  ITEM
: TIN

2 - the incredible - 2 finger

C. ITEM
: TIN

4 - the incredible -    4 finger

D. ITEM: T
INS

- the incredible - straight 4 finger

A.

B.

C.

D.

note: available in black only

E. ITEM
: TNH

S - the incredible - interchangeable handle straight 4 finger

F. ITEM
: TNH

4 - the incredible - interchangeable handle 4 finger

G. ITE
M: TN

H3 - 
the incredible - interchangeable handle 3 finger

H. I TEM: T
NH2

 - the incredible - interchangeable handle 2 finger

E.
F.

G.
H.

k. item: TA3
3-TI

- absolute 360 - 3 finger titanium

l. item: TA3
4-BK

- absolute 360 - 4 finger thumb trigger black

the premier target release, featuring head-centric technology (h.c.t.) combined

with a 360 degree rotating lock-down head keeps your shot dead on! available

in 3 finger and 4 finger thumb trigger models in titanium or black color. 

the 4 finger models feature a tapered handle. the absolute 360 f  eatures a

smaller/quieter cocking lever and a crisper hardened stainless steel firing

mechanism. includes separate travel and sensitivity adjustments and a multi-

adjustable thumb trigger positioning. this revolutionary design was used to

win countless world cup and world championship tournaments. 

the "absolute" best!

K.

L.

I.

J.

the boss “X” release includes a tapered handle and a no-travel, ultra-crisp

hardened stainless steel firing mechanism. it provides the most consistent

trigger pressure shot after shot. use shorter d-loops with the 1/2” ergonomic

caliper head, which includes an improved 360 degree swivel to remove torque.

the boss “X” f  eatures a smaller/quieter cocking lever, and includes separate

trigger travel and sensitivity adjustments. multi-adjustable thumb trigger

positioning. available in 3 or 4 finger models in titanium or black color.

i. item: TBX
4-BK

- bossX - 4 finger black

j. item: TBX
3-TI

- bossX - 3 finger titanium
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deadly silent & accurate, this small size caliper
release from t.r.u. ball® includes the drop-away
solid rod globo-swivel connection with draw
length adjustment. available with a black or
lost camo™ anodized head with your choice of
camo velcro® strap (black velcro® strap for
lost camo™ only) or black leather buckle strap.  

ITEM: TANB - assassin - black leather buckle strap

ITEM: TANV - assassin - velcro® strap

the bandit features a rope connection covered in weather
resistant fleXible tubing, designed to make your release
ready in hunting situations where speed is key. has a quick lock
connection system to provide easy adjustment for any anchor point.
available with black anodized head in your choice of black leather
buckle strap or camo velcro   strap.

ITEM: TBDB - bandit - black leather buckle strap

ITEM: TBDV - bandit- camo velcro® strap

ITEM: TPRB - predator - black leather buckle strap

ITEM: TPRV - predator - camo velcro® strap

BLACK
(BK)

LOST
CAMO™ (LC)

the predator is completely silent, a sought after quality demanded by the professionals for all hunters alike! 
all the quality our customers have come to eXpect, in a fully micro-adjustable wrist strap release. similar to the
bandit and assassin housings, the predator features 1/2” sized ergonomic head and jaws, attached to a swivel, to
completely remove torque from the string or d-loop as the bowstring is drawn. simply pull the trigger to open the
jaws, and let up on the trigger to close the jaws. the micro adjustable screw to wrist strap connection
allows infinite draw length settings to fine tune any draw length or anchor point desired. 

available in a black anodized head, with a camo velcro®

strap or a black leather buckle strap.

the FANG SERIES of handles includes the FANG 3, FANG 4 and FANG MINI. the entire series features the

FULL CONTAINMENT SYSTEM (FCS) that allows the archer to push the FCS slide forward to lock the release

onto the “d” loop, for use in a hands free hunting situation, or pull the slide back for repetitive shooting. the FANG SERIES provides

the ability to shoot with no sensitivity spring for the lightest possible settings as well as a medium and heavy spring, included in

the package for heavier sensitivity settings. a trigger travel adjustment screw allows for numerous different settings as desired by the

archer. adjustable thumb barrel positions can be attained with the large knurled thumb peg. pull the trigger

to fire, pull the trigger again to reset the hook. the FANG SERIES has a handle size that can fit anyone.

  
ITEM: T

FSB
- fang gs

- black leather buckle strap

ITEM: T
FSV

- fang gs

- camo velcro®

strap  

ITEM: T
FGB

- fang

- black leather buckle strap

ITEM: T
FGV

- fang

- camo velcro®

strap  

ITEM: T
FRB

- fang rc - black leather buckle strap

ITEM: T
FRV

- fang rc - camo velcro® strap  

  

ITEM: TFG3
-- fang 3 - 3 fingerITEM: TFG4

- fang 4 - 4 finger

ITEM: TFG3 - MN
- fang 3 mini - 3 finger

the FANG SERIES of wrist

strap models include the FANG, FANG RC and

FANG GS. the FANG SERIES is a superior ergonomic

hook   style release, featuring a rubber insert in the

trigger for improved feel and traction. two different

triggers are included in the package, a forward/straight

trigger for more draw length and speed, or a

comfort/relaXed trigger. the FANG SERIES features a two

screw trigger sensitivity setting, a separate trigger travel

adjustment screw and separate trigger pressure setting

screw. combine these adjustments with your choice of

three varied weight springs. the entire FANG SERIES tucks

away easily in a sleeve, the FANG RC (rope style connection),
the FANG (web style connection) or the FANG GS

(tubular/globo swivel connection). all are adjustable in

length to fit virtually any size draw length or anchor

point. the added look of a red anodized hook and trigger

can be paired with a black buckle or camo velcro® strap.



designed especially for michael waddell & the bone
collector™ team.  t.r.u. ball's engineers have added
a solid rod connection & a 3oz or 11oz spring
choice to their favorite release, the t.r.u. ball®

short-n-sweet.  the beast is the advanced
"high-speed" model with a forward trigger to
provide more draw length for short draw
archers. the beast ii is the "comfort- plus" model
with a relaXed trigger, swept back to provide
archers the ultimate feel when making the shot.
quick load open hook design allows a hunter to
hook the string loop without taking eyes off the
game.  also includes the drop-away solid rod
globo-swivel connection with draw length
adjustment. available with black leather buckle
strap or black velcro® strap. just pull the
trigger & let up to re-set, then you are ready to
draw & shoot.

ITEM:BC1B
- the beast - black leather buckle strap

ITEM:BC1V
- the beast - black velcro® strap

ITEM:BC2B
- the beast ii - black leather buckle strap

ITEM:BC2V
- the beast ii - black velcro® strap

“COMFOrt-PLUS”

   “HIGH-SPEED”

the bone collector™ bandit features a rope connection covered in weather resistant fleXible
tubing, designed to make your release ready in hunting situations where speed is key. has a quick lock
connection system to provide easy adjustment for any anchor point. pull trigger to open fully-independent
standard caliper jaws, and let up the trigger to close. available with black head in your choice of black
leather buckle strap or black velcro® strap.

ITEM:BCBB
- bone collector™ bandit

- black leather buckle strap

ITEM:BCBV
- bone collector™ bandit

- black velcro® strap

the bone collector™  scout is for those archers and bowhunters
who want their release to be out of the way until it is needed. 
designed from the best buy-winning assassin caliper head, the bone
collector™ scout features a new web strap with a two slot
connector that allows for short and long finger lengths alike.  
pull trigger to open fully-independent standard caliper jaws, 
and let up the trigger to close. available with a black head
and your choice of black velcro® strap or black
leather buckle strap. 

ITEM:BCSB
- bone collector™scout - black leather buckle strap

ITEM:BCSV
- bone collector™ scout - black velcro® strap

t.r.u., inc. has chosen this stainless steel version of our best
buy-winning assassin, to wear the banner logo of the famed

bone collector's™, making this bone collector™ assassin the top-of-the-
line dual caliper release available today!  this release blends a 6061
aircraft aluminum body with tough stainless steel trigger and jaws, 
to provide the crispest release with long-lasting reliability! 
available in a black
anodized head with
your choice of a
black velcro®

strap or a black
leather buckle strap.

ITEM: TASB - bone collector™ assassin
- black leather buckle strap

ITEM: TASV - bone collector™ assassin
- black velcro® strap



FEATHER-LIGHT, NON-COLLAPSING TRIGGER THAT IS CLOSER TO THE
BOWSTRING FOR MORE DRAW LENGTH AND MORE SPEED!!!

SWEPT-BACK, FEATHER-LIGHT, NON-COLLAPSING
TRIGGER THAT IS SWEPT BACK FOR SHOOTERS WHO DO
NOT NEED EXTRA DRAW LENGTH, BUT PREFER MORE COMFORT.

ITEM: SS1B - short-n-sweet s1
- black leather buckle strap

ITEM: SS1V - short-n-sweet s1
- camo velcro® strap

ITEM: SS2B - short-n-sweet s2
- black leather buckle strap

ITEM: SS2V - short-n-sweet s2
- camo velcro® strap

ITEM: TOOB    - shooter - black leather buckle strap
ITEM: TOOV - shooter - black velcro® strap

designed specifically with the youth in mind, the new SHOOTER series features four
bright color combinations of red white and blue, green and black, red and gold, and purple and

black. pull trigger to open fully-independent standard caliper jaws, and let up the trigger to close. the
SHOOTER has a quick lock connection system to provide easy adjustment for any anchor point.  the rope

style connection between the head and strap allows for less torque and greater accuracy, while also allowing the
length of the release to be eXtremely short to fit smaller hands. tucks away easy into sleeve when not in use. available in

junior or large with choice of black velcro® strap or black leather buckle strap. 

BLUE
(BL)

GREE
N (GR)

RED (RD)
PURP

LE (PR)

pull trigger to open, let up to close! rigid rod keeps the 1/2”
sized ergonomic head close and ready. the number 1 selling

t.r.u. ball® release!    available with black or splash camo anodized head
and your choice of black leather buckle strap or camo velcro® strap.

ITEM: TSBR - stinger - black leather buckle strap
ITEM: TSTR - stinger - camo velcro® strap
ITEM: TSBR-CA - camo stinger - black leather buckle strap
ITEM: TSTR-CA - camo stinger - camo velcro® strap

ITEM: TCMP-BK - the champ - black

designed for smaller hands, with a smaller head and
jaws to maXimize draw length, loading speed, and
silence. pull trigger to open the jaws let up to close
the jaws. head swivels 360o. available in black only
available in 3 finger models only. perfect for women
and children. the champ.

- TRIGGER FIRES BY
PUSHING FORWARD

- COMPLETELY SILENT
FOR SUCCESSFUL HUNTING

- EASY TO OPEN AND
CLOSE JAWS

- HEAD SWIVELS 360 
DEGREES

- ADJUSTABLE SENSITIVITY
SCREW

- 1/2” SIZE ERGONOMIC
HEAD

- COMPLETELY SILENT FOR SUCCESSFUL
HUNTING

- EASY TO OPEN AND CLOSE JAWS

- HEAD SWIVELS 360 DEGREES
- ADJUSTABLE SENSITIVITY SCREW
- 1/2” SIZE ERGONOMIC HEAD

ITEM: TMP4-BK - maX pro 4 - black
ITEM: TMP4-CA - maX pro 4 - camo

ITEM: TMH3-BK - maX hunter 3 - black
ITEM: TMH3-CA - maX hunter 3- camo

BLACK
(BK)

CAMO (CA)

BLACK
(BK)

CAMO (CA)



PHOTO COURTESY OF:
DAN McCARTHY, USA

a legend in the making, the CENTER X series of wrist strap releases completes the t.r.u. ball® lineup with one of the most technologically advanced archery
releases to ever hit the industry! all the finest adjustments found in our handheld tournament incredible, absolute three-siXty and boss X releases can now be found in the
CENTER X series of fully micro-adjustable wrist strap releases. with individual micro adjustment screws for the sensitivity and travel, setting the release
precisely where you want is a problem no more. 

the CENTER X-S1 and CENTER X-S2 feature the ever popular web connection to the wrist strap, whereas the CENTER X-G1 and CENTER X-G2
feature the tubular style “globo-swivel” connection to the wrist strap. the S1 & G1 models include a forward trigger to provide increased arrow speed by increasing bow
draw length. the S2 & G2 models include a swept back comfort plus trigger.  the CENTER X series of releases features an open hook style connection to the d-loop for
fast and accurate attachment. the flip sear internal trigger mechanism allows for some of the lightest trigger settings under any bow weight. simply cock the lever on the side to
activate the hook, draw the bow and pull the trigger. available in a black anodized head, with a camo velcro® strap, or with a black buckle strap.

TS1V - center X-s1 - camo velcro® strap

TS1B - center X-s1 - black leather buckle strap

TG1V - center X-g1 - camo velcro® strap

TG1B - center X-g1 - black leather buckle strap

TG2V - center X-g2 - camo velcro® strap

TSGB - center X-g2 - black leather buckle strap

TS2V - center X-s2 - camo velcro® strap

TS2B - center X-s2 - black leather buckle strap

VELCRO® STRAP

JUNIOR (JR)
shortest longest

LARGE (LG)

X-LARGE (XL)

6 1/8”

7 1/2”

7 3/4”

8”

10 1/8”

10 7/8”

BUCKLE STRAP

JUNIOR (JR)
shortest longest

LARGE (LG)

6 1/8”

7 1/2”

8”

10 1/8”

si
zi

n
g

r
el

a
te

s
to

d
is

ta
n

c
e

a
r

o
u

n
d

th
e

w
r
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STINGER, SHOOTER, FANG RC, BONE COLLECTOR™ BANDIT, BANDIT
AND V-LOCKS NOTE: BLACK VELCRO® AVAILABLE (TSTP-BK)

fits:

item. TSBP-BK
- BLACK LEATHER BUCKLE STRAP

item. TSTP-CA
- CAMO VELCRO® STRAP

ASSASSIN, BONE COLLECTOR™ ASSASSIN, BONE COLLECTOR™ 
BEAST, CENTER X-G1 & G2, FANG GS, BLACKNITE, RUBBERNECK
NOTE: BLACK VELCRO® AVAILABLE (TGBV-BK)

fits:

item. TGBB-BK
- BLACK LEATHER BUCKLE STRAP

item. TGBV-CA
- CAMO VELCRO® STRAP

SHORT-N-SWEET, CENTER X-S1 & S2, FANG, AND BONE
COLLECTOR™ SCOUT
NOTE: BLACK VELCRO® AVAILABLE (TWSV-BK)

fits:

item. TWSB-BK
- BLACK LEATHER BUCKLE STRAP

item. TWSV-CA
- CAMO VELCRO® STRAP

PREDATORfits:

item. TPSB-BK
- BLACK LEATHER BUCKLE STRAP

item. TPSV-CA
- CAMO VELCRO® STRAP

BUCKLE
STRAP

FEATURES
BUILT-IN

BELT
LOOP STRAP

T.R.U. BALL®
VELCRO® AND
BUCKLE STRAPS
FEATURE
COMFORTABLE
NEOPRENE
PADDING.
ADDING
SUPERIOR
COMFORT TO
OUR DURABLE
STRAPS

item: TRU
B

- T.R.U.
 BALL

® RELEA
SE POUC

H

dual fleece compartments to protect

your releases, with a draw string

end keeper to keep everything

locked in.

safely pull your bow to test draw length, 

with the draw check that resembles

many of our popular models

item. TDC
B

- ORAN
GE BUCK

LE STRA
Pitem. TDC

V
- ORAN

GE VELCR
O® STRA

P

item: TKT
P-S

- 1/4” B
ARRE

L

item: TKT
P-IL

- large - WITH 1/2” BA
RREL

item: TKT
P-IS

- small - WITH 1/4” BA
RREL

item: TKT
P-L

- 1/2” B
ARRE

L

item: TKT
P-D

- “DIAM
OND”

item: TKT
P-A

- ANGLE
D THUM

B PIN

3/8” BA
RREL

new superior micro-adjustable thumb barrel. the incredible trigger

eXtends in and out in 1/16” increments, rotates 360o, and pivots

16 at point of attachment. standard on all incredible thumb

activated releases or sold separately.

0

item: TAB
Y-EX

T-2S

- small - WITH 1/4” BA
RREL

shown: TAB
Y-EX

T-2S

item: TEA
RDR

OP

- EXTEN
SION

FOR TRIGG
ER

item: TAB
Y-EX

T-2L

- large - WITH 1/2” BA
RREL

item: TBA
LS

INC
REA

SE
SPE

ED/R
EDU

CE
NO

ISE

WITH
BALLS

ONLY

- GAIN
2-15 F

PS

WITH
1 SPYD

ER & 2
 BALLS

- GAIN
1 TO 8 FPS AND REDU

CE NOISE

WITH
2 SPYD

ERS & 
BALLS

- GAIN
0 TO 4 FPS AND REDU

CE NOISE

WITH
BALLS

ONLY

- GAIN
0-2 FP

S

WITH
1 SPYD

ER & 2
 BALLS

- GAIN
1 TO 2 FPS AND REDU

CE NOISE

WITH
2 SPYD

ERS & 
BALLS

- GAIN
-3 TO 1 FPS AND REDU

CE NOISE

C. ITEM
: TSL

- SPEE
D LOO

P

D. ITEM
: TRU

N - T.R.U
. NOK

A. ITEM
: TBS

N - SPEE
D NOK

B  . ITEM
:RP3

F - ROPE
D-LOO

P

rope is braided 28-30 times per inch and has a solid core so it won’t flatten like other ropes.

a cnc-machined anodized aluminum nock that aligns peep. weighs the same as a brass

nock. rocker radius reduces nock pinch.

a cnc-machined anodized aluminum nock/rope loop combination. ends nock pinch and

maintains your nocking point when replacing rope d-loop. the crossbar aligns the peep sight.

a cnc-machined anodized aluminum loop that ends nock pinch. the rounded loop stops

unsafe jaw hang-up and gives a cleaner, more accurate shot.

item: RPS
2 - 100F

T 

B.

C.

D.

1. HAN
DLE

MUS
T BE

COM
PAT

IBLE
( must have cut-outs w/ stickers in handle )

2. SPE
CIFY

STR
AP: C

AMO V
ELCRO

®, BLACK
VELCR

O®,BLA
CK LE

ATHER
BUCK

LE,  OR
LANYA

RD

3. SP
ECIF

Y HA
NDL

E: WIDE H
AND

LES
code - SS

honey badger claw | incredible | sweet spot ii

absolute 360 | ht & ht pro (m and l )

THIN
 HAN

DLES
code - TH

boss X | maX pro 4 | maX hunter 3

fang 3 | fang 4 | sweet spot pro

V-LOCK STRAP ORDER INSTRUCTIONS:

E. VL
KV-C

A

- V-LOC
K - CAMO VELCR

O® STRA
P

G. VL
KL

- V-LOC
K LANYA

RD
F. VL

KB-B
K

- V-LOC
K - BLACK

LEATH
ER BUCK

LE STRA
P

E. F. G.

ON
E

CAM

TW
O

CAM

A.



ITEM:ACUT-D119-4GB - accutouch hd
- dampened - with X-41 scope
- single pin - .019” green fiber - black

ITEM:ACUT-N110-4RB - accutouch
- non-dampened - with X-41 scope
- single pin - .010” red fiber - black

ITEM:ACUT-D-BK - accutouch hd
- dampened - no scope - black

ITEM:ACUT-N-BK - accutouch
- non-dampened - no scope - black

blue or white sight light available on page 23

*blue fiber requires a blue
sight light

*white sight lights can be
used for green, red, 
and yellow

AXCEL™ SIGHTS & SCOPES DELIVERS COMPLETE ACCURACY WITH THE NEW accutouch SINGLE PIN SLIDER SIGHT WITH ACCU-CLICKS™:
PICK IT. CLICK IT. STICK IT! the accutouch series of sights hits the single pin slider market with a bang, combining the hottest technology with the hottest features archers demand! patent
pending accu-clicks™ make this state-of-the-art single pin slider sight function like a multi-pin sight. set each accu-click™   at a specific distance (i.e. 20yards, 30 yards, etc.) so that the slider will stop
where you want it. simply “pick” your distance, “click” it into place, and “stick” your target! a 45 degree rear-facing sight scale allows easy recognition of where the sight pointer is set, which is
teamed with accu-cliks™ that allow the archer to easily set their sight from an arm’s length away! the accutouch sight brings new technology to the sight market as a whole with a patent
pending,adjustable red elevation tension lever. this tension lever provides the archer with their own personal choice of how easily the sight slides along the elevation bar. the accutouch sights
feature ALL aXis leveling capabilities from the first aXis adjustment where NO shims are needed to the ever popular, separate 2nd and 3rd aXis leveling on the head of the scope attachment! another
feature of the accutouch is the windage lock button that, when engaged, does not allow the micro-adjustable windage knob to turn. simply disengage the windage lock to make a windage
adjustment. the accutouch also features a superior windage dovetail guide system that provides zero backlash and elevation adjustment that won’t fall off the sight when you reach the maXimum
range of elevation travel  . these features are demanded when in the heat of the moment, and when seconds could cost you that big game animal of a lifetime! 

the accutouch is available with a mathews® harmonic damper direct mount version as well as a non-damper direct mount version which are paired with the X-31 measuring 1 3/8” or the X-41
scope, measuring 1 3/4” diameter for a wide field of view. the accutouch pro is a dovetail version featuring a 6” carbon bar, designed with the most advanced composite carbon technology. the
accutouch carbon pro bar features a higher weight to strength ratio as compared to similar aluminum models. arguably, one of the greatest features of the accutouch carbon pro is its high
resistance to wind due to creative machining of intricate cutouts and chamfers. the accutouch carbon pro can be paired with the X-31 scope or the X-41 scope . all versions of the accutouch
sold with the X-31 or X-41 scope can be selected with either 0.019” or 0.010”     green, blue, yellow, or red fiber optic ring pins. the accutouch is also sold without a scope configuration, making it
versatile for those that want to incorporate their own choice of scopes and pins by connection through the non-threaded or threaded scope barrel currently used on our target sight models. 
the real #1! the accutouch slider sight. leading technology, proven results!

ITEM:ACUT-C110-4GB - accutouch carbon pro
- with X-41 scope - single pin - .010” green fiber - black

ITEM:ACUT-C-BK - accutouch carbon pro - no scope - black

PATENT PENDING

ITEM:ACUT-C110-4GB
ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS:

TYPE OF SIGHT:
D = DAMPENED
N = NON-DAMPENED
C = CARBON PRO

accutouch
FIBER SIZE:
10 = .010”
19 = .019”
LEAVE BLANK FOR
FOR NO SCOPE

SCOPE:
3 = X-31
4 = X-41
LEAVE BLANK
FOR NO SCOPE

COLOR:
B = BLACK

FIBER COLOR:
G = GREEN
L = BLUE
Y = YELLOW
R = RED
LEAVE BLANK
FOR NO SCOPEADD “SO” TO THE END OF CODE FOR SPECIAL ORDER

ITEM:
ACUT-CLK5-MC- accutouch accu-click™ - 5 pack - multicolored

ITEM:AXSC-BK
- AXCEL™ scope cover

protects scope when not in use

patent pending

patent pending

THE AXCEL RING PIN INCORPORATES FEATURES WHICH ARE
LICENSED UNDER U.S. PATENT NO. RE39,686 TO KHOSHNOOD

ITEM:ACUT-CLK1-WH- accutouch accu-click™
- 1 white “100yd” yardage marker



personalized pin size and color
combinations can be special ordered
for an additional charge on all
ARMORTECH models

code guide:
hd = mathews® harmonic damper™
hs = high speed pins
pro = slider bar

*NOT AVAILABLE
.029” FIBERS

ITEM:AXAT-N519-BK

ITEM:AXAT-D410-BK

SIMPLE AND ACCURATE 3RD AXIS
LEVEL ADJUSTMENT BUILT RIGHT
IN THE SIGHT BUBBLE.

ITEM:AXAT-D519-LC

TOOL-LESS MICRO-ADJUST WINDAGE &
ELEVATION THUMB LOCKS

WINDAGE KNOB
20 CLICKS-PER-REVOLUTION
ADJUSTABILITY (.00156 PER CLICK)

INDIVIDUAL MICRO-PIN
ADJUSTMENT

LOOSEN SCREWS IN PINS THEN
TURN MICRO-ADJUSTMENT KNOB
TO MOVE INDIVIDUAL SIGHT PIN
UP OR DOWN

the ARMORTECH-HD was voted best buy winner, from inside archery magazine, for 3 years straight !  the ARMORTECH and
ARMORTECH-HD packs a punch with its superior patented technology, innovative design, and deadly accuracy. features fibers that are protected
their entire length by aXcel’s a.f.t.(armor fiber technology) and an innovative scope design T.C.V.(TRUE CENTER VISION). all ARMORTECH and
ARMORTECH-HD sights are available with 4, 5, or 7 pins in .010”, .019”or .029” fiber size. also available with the HS(HIGH SPEED) OPTION and the mathews®

harmonic damper option (ARMORTECH-HDmodel).

ITEM:AXAT-D519-LC
ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS:

DAMPENED/NON-DAMPENED
D = DAMPENED
N = NON-DAMPENED

ARMORTECH

FIBER SIZE:
10 = .010”
19 = .019”
29 = .029”*
*NOT AVAILABLE WITH

HS OPTION

NUMBER OF PINS:
4 = 4 PINS
5 = 5 PINS
7 = 7 PINS

AT FOR FIXED MOUNT SIGHT
AP FOR PRO MOUNT SIGHT
HS FOR HS (high speed) OPTION - FIXED MOUNT
HP FOR HS (high speed) OPTION - PRO MOUNT

COLOR:
LC = LOST CAMO™
XD = LOST CAMO™ XD
BK = BLACK

the finest hunting sight on the market just got better! with the addition of a micro adjustable dovetail
bracket, sizing the scope housing to your peep sight has never been easier. all ARMORTECH PRO sights
are available with or without a mathews® harmonic damper, 4, 5, or 7 pins in .010”, .019” or .029” fiber size.
      included with the sight is a universal quiver mount bracket, making mounting your quiver a simple task! 

UNIVERSAL QUIVER
MOUNT

ITEM:AXAP-D719-BK

ITEM:AXAP-N510-BK

ITEM:AXAP-D519-LC

SPEED, SPEED, SPEED! WITH THE EVER GROWING DEMAND OF
SUPER HIGH SPEED BOWS, THE hs(high speed) OPTION IS LIGHT YEARS

AHEAD. DUE TO OUR THIN PINS, TARGET OBSTRUCTION IS REDUCED AND ALLOW YOU
TO OBTAIN CLOSER YARDAGE INTERVALS. THESE HUNTING SIGHTS ARE AVAILABLE IN
.010 AND .019 FIBER SIZES, WITH 5 OR LESS PINS WILL ACHIEVE BOW SPEEDS UP TO
450FPS. HUNTING SIGHTS WITH 6 OR MORE PINS ACHIEVE BOW SPEEDS UP TO 400FPS.

ITEM:AXAP-D719-BK
ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS:

DAMPENED/NON-DAMPENED
D = DAMPENED
N = NON-DAMPENED

ARMORTECH PRO

FIBER SIZE:NUMBER OF PINS:
4 = 4 PINS
5 = 5 PINS
7 = 7 PINS

COLOR:
LC = LOST CAMO™
XD = LOST CAMO™ XD
BK = BLACK

10 = .010”
19 = .019”
29 = .029”*
*NOT AVAILABLE WITH HS OPTION

AT FOR FIXED MOUNT SIGHT
AP FOR PRO MOUNT SIGHT
HP FOR HS (high speed) OPTION

T.C.V. is provided due
to the “hour-glass” or

“venturi” shape inside scope
which supplies a circular

sight picture reference even
when viewed slightly

off-center.

provides 100%
protection to fibers

that are fully
enclosed inside

tubing.

at depth of sight pins, designed
for greater accuracy when
viewed slightly
off center

engineered to not vibrate loose

INFERIOR
TUBE SHAPE

SCOPE
(NOTGOOD)

LOST V ISION

LOST VIS ION

RED RING
TORQUE

INDICATORVI
EW

AN
GL

E
5 D

EG
RE

ES

VIEW
ANGLE5 DEGREES

AXCEL
TRUE CENTER

VISION

ADD: SO TO CODE

ITEM:AXQB-BK



replace: 
2X for 2 power lens
4X for 4 power lens
6X for 6 power lens
8X for 8 power lens

item: AXAT-2XRC
comes with lens, 
lens frame, and
regular retainer

item: AXAT-2XHC
comes with lens, 
lens frame, and
hooded retainer

item: AXAT-LF
1-3/4” frame only

item: AXAT-LF-SET
1-3/4” and 43mm
frames only

item: AXAT-LR
regular lens re-
tainer only

item: AXAT-HLR
hooded lens
retainer only

8 MILLIMETER LEVEL BRACKET KEEPS
THE BUBBLE OUTSIDE THE CIRCUM-
FERENCE OF THE SCOPE HOUSING, MAINTAINING THE VENTURI SHAPE. 

6 MILLIMETER LEVEL BRACKET KEEPS THE
BUBBLE OUTSIDE THE CIRCUMFERENCE OF
THE SCOPE HOUSING, MAINTAINING
THE VENTURI SHAPE. 

6 MILLIMETER LEVEL SITS INSIDE THE ACCUSTAT
SCOPE HOUSING TO EASILY INCLUDE THE SCOPE
LEVEL IN PEEP VISION

8 MILLIMETER LEVEL SITS INSIDE THE ACCUSTAT
SCOPE HOUSING TO EASILY INCLUDE THE SCOPE
LEVEL IN PEEP VISION

6 MILLIMETER (TALL) RAISES THE
BUBBLE INTO THE SIGHT PICTURE
FOR BETTER VIEWING.

8 MILLIMETER (TALL) RAISES THE
BUBBLE INTO THE SIGHT PICTURE
FOR BETTER VIEWING. 

ITEM:AXSL

ITEM:ACSL-BK ITEM:ACLL-BK

ITEM:AXST

ITEM:AXLT
ITEM:AXLL

ITEM:ACUT-RC-BK

ITEM:AXQB

QUIVER MOUNT BRACKET
ATTACHES TO MOUNTING
BRACKET OF PRO EXTENSION
BAR AND MAKES MOUNTING
YOUR QUIVER A SIMPLE TASK.

variable rheostat white
led light for all

color fibers, eXcept
blue. blue fibers

require blue
sight light. fits all
ARMORTECH

and accutouch
models.

thread pitch = 3/8 X 32

ITEM:AXAT-SL
WHITE LIGHT BLUE LIGHT

ITEM:AXAT-SL-BL

convert any armortech sight into a pro model
or any pro model into a regular armortech
model with these conversion kits. 

available with or without mathews® harmonic damper.
pro conversion kit includes hardware and quiver mount.

replacement accustat
rheostat cover.

ITEM:AXAP-CNKT - pro model
- non-dampened

ITEM:AXAT-CDKT
- with mathews® harmonic damper

ITEM:AXAT-CNKT
- non-dampened

ITEM:AXAP-CDKT
PRO MODEL

- with mathews® harmonic damper

item: AXAT-VOB
-GAINS EXTRA 9/16” OF
ELEVATION (UP OR DOWN) 
ADJUSTMENT

personalized pin size and color combinations can
be special ordered for an additional charge on
all ARMORTECH VISION models

code guide:
hd = mathews® harmonic damper™
hs = high speed pins
pro = slider bar

UNIVERSAL QUIVER
MOUNT

INDIVIDUAL MICRO-PIN
ADJUSTMENT

LOOSEN SCREWS IN PINS THEN
TURN MICRO-ADJUSTMENT KNOB
TO MOVE INDIVIDUAL SIGHT PIN
UP OR DOWN

ITEM:AVAT-D519-BK
ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS:

DAMPENED/NON-DAMPENED
D = DAMPENED
N = NON-DAMPENED

ARMORTECH VISION

FIBER SIZE:
10 = .010”
19 = .019”
29 = .029”*
*NOT AVAILABLE WITH

HS OPTION

NUMBER OF PINS:
4 = 4 PINS
5 = 5 PINS
7 = 7 PINS

AT FOR FIXED MOUNT SIGHT
AP FOR PRO MOUNT SIGHT
HS FOR HS (high speed) OPTION - FIXED MOUNT
HP FOR HS (high speed) OPTION - PRO MOUNT

COLOR:
LC = LOST CAMO™
XD = LOST CAMO™ XD
BK = BLACK

SIMPLE AND ACCURATE 3RD AXIS
LEVEL ADJUSTMENT BUILT RIGHT
IN THE SIGHT BUBBLE.

WINDAGE KNOB
20 CLICKS-PER-REVOLUTION ADJUSTABILITY (.00156 PER CLICK)

ITEM:AVAT-D519-BK

ITEM:AVHP-D519-BK

ITEM:AXQB-BK

ITEM:AVAP-N419-BK

ITEM:AVAT-N519-BK

ITEM:AVAT-D519-LC

ITEM:AVAP-D719-LC

bringing new technology to a market that asks, “what more can be done?” the aXcel™ ARMORTECH-HD VISION offers a 2”
housing for optimal view of your target. it brings new meaning to “seeing is believing!” the ARMORTECH VISION and the
ARMORTECH-HD VISION also contains the innovative t.c.v.(true center vision), a perfect circular picture, even when viewed
slightly off center. continuing the tough as a tank attitude found in the original ARMORTECH-HD, the same engineering is
back with a vengeance in the VISION. the 3-time “inside archery” best buy award winner still features a.f.t.(armor fiber
technology) 100% fiber protection, 2nd and 3rd aXis adjustment, interchangeable right and left hand capabilities, 
individual micro adjust   ment on each pin, co-planar technology in engraved partial ring at the depth of the sight pins, for
greater accuracy when viewed slightly off center. the ARMORTECH VISION and the ARMORTECH-HD VISION come with or without
mathews® harmonic damper, as well as the ever popular pro series with the micro adjustable dovetail bracket. available
with 4, 5, or 7 pins in .010”, .019” or .029” fiber size. the innovative line of aXcel™ ARMORTECH VISION and the ARMORTECH-HD
           VISION are , by far, an engineering marvel. “set your sights on aXcel™!”

ITEM:ACUT-OB-BK

2ND AXIS WINDAGE OFFSET BRACKET FOR ACCUTOUCH SIGHTS PROVIDES
7/16" OF MOVEMENT (LEFT OR RIGHT). INCLUDED IN PACKAGE OF MULTI-PIN
ACCUTOUCH SIGHTS, AND SOLD SEPARATELY.

ADD: SO TO CODE

*NOT AVAILABLE
.029” FIBERS

TOOL-LESS MICRO-ADJUST WINDAGE
& ELEVATION THUMB LOCKS



THE SUPERIOR
“WINDAGE DOVETAIL GUIDE

SYSTEM”, REPLACES
INFERIOR TWIN-DOWEL GUIDE

   SYSTEMS.

THE "VTSL" (VARIABLE
TENSION SYSTEM WITH

LOCK), PROVIDES A NEW ADJUSTMENT WHERE
THE ARCHER PERSONALLY CHOOSES A DESIRED
ELEVATION TRAVEL TENSION SETTING AND

INCORPORATES AN ADDED LOCK FEATURE MOST
COMMONLY USED IN SINGLE DISTANCE
TOURNAMENTS.

ITEM:A
CHV

-CBL
9R-B

B

the achieve cXl and cX is an aXcel tournament sight with added features, designed specifically for compound bows.  the achieve compound version contains a superior

“windage dovetail guide system”, replacing inferior twin-dowel guide systems. the cXl includes the "VTSL
" (variable tension system with lock) an added lock feature most

commonly used in single distance tourname  nts, while the cX includes the "VTS"
 (variable tension system). cXl and cX versions both provide a new adjustment system

where the archer personally chooses a desired elevation travel tension setting. aluminum eXtension bars are available with or without the mathews® harmonic

damper in 6” and 9” versions, and 6” and 9” carbon bars are also available. the achieve compound versions provide 2.875” of elevation adjustment, 

and are among the lightest most durable all aluminum/carbon target sights on the market.

the achieve rXl and rX tournament sights with added features, designed specifically for olympic style/recurve bows. 

the achieve recurve version contains a superior “windage dovetail guide system”, replacing inferior twin-dowel guide

systems. the rXl includes the "VTSL" (variable tension system with lock) an added lock feature most commonly used in

single distance tournaments, while the rX includes the "VTS" (variable tension system). rXl and rX versions both provide a

new adjustment system where the archer personally chooses a desired elevation travel tension setting. eXtension bars

are available in 9” aluminum or carbon versions.  the achieve recurve versions provide 4.375” of elevation adjustment, 

and are among the lightest most durable all aluminum/carbon target sights on the market.

ITEM:A
CHV

-CX9
DR-R

B

ITEM:ACHV-CXL9DR-RB

ALUMINUM BAR
ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS:

-SEE CARBON BAR ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS ON PG. 25.

MODEL:
R = RECURVE
C = COMPOUND

LOCKING/NON-LOCKING
XL= LOCKING
X= NON-LOCKING

RIGHT HAND/LEFT HAND
R = RIGHT HAND
L = LEFT HAND

BAR SIZE (COMPOUND ONLY)
6” = 6” BAR
9” = 9” BAR

COLOR - SEE CHART

DAMPENED/NON-DAMPENED
D = DAMPENED
N = NON-DAMPENED

ACHIEVE

USE
32(PITCH)

X20
(CLICKS

) RA
TIO

FOR

CO
MP

UTE
R SIG

HTS
SCA

LE
PRI

NTO
UTS
!

ITEM:A
CHV

-RX-
RH-O

B

THE "VTS" (VARIABLE TENSION
SYSTEM), PROVIDES A NEW ADJUSTMENT WHERE
THE ARCHER PERSONALLY CHOOSES A
DESIRED ELEVATION TRAVEL
TENSION SETTING .

ITEM:A
CHV

-RCB
LR-E

B

ITEM:ACHV-RCBLR-EB
CARBON ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS:

MODEL:
RCB = RECURVE
CB = COMPOUND

ACHIEVE

LOCKING/NON-LOCKING
L = LOCKING
_ = NON-LOCKING

RIGHT HAND/LEFT HAND

BAR SIZE (COMPOUND ONLY)
R = RIGHT HAND
L = LEFT HAND

6 = 6” BAR
9 = 9” BAR

COLOR - SEE CHART ON PAGE 24

black/silver (BS)

1st color referes to mounting bracket  and elevation bar / 2nd color refers to knobs, eXtension bar, and other parts

*all colors while supplies last

black/black (BB)

silver/silver (SS)
silver/black (SB)

pink/black (PB)

purple/black (UB)

blue/black (LB)
red/black (RB)

gold/black (GB)

green/black (EB)

orange/black (OB)

teal/black (TB)

brown/black (WB)

-SEE ALUMINUM BAR ORDERING
INSTRUCTIONS ON PG. 24.



tried and true, with the finest (0.00156)
clicks on the market, the automatic gib tension

system, and the heavy duty stainless steel acme threaded
elevation rod, dependability and durability at its finest. 

choose from the AX3000’s full 3” of elevation adjustment(3-d/field)
or the AX4500’S full 4.5” of elevation adjustment(recurve) model to

fit your archery need. eXtension bars available in 6” and 9” options. 
WHEN YOU NEED TO RELY ON YOUR EQUIPMENT, THE ONLY DEPENDABLE NAME IS AXCEL™.

item shown: AX45-9NR-8-BB

- AX4500 - 9” NON-DAMPENED BAR

- #8-32 THREADED BLOCK - BLACK/BLACK COLOR

item shown: AX30-6DR-BB

- AX3000 - 6” DAMPENED BAR - BLACK/BLACK COLOR

ITEM:AX30-6DR-BB

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS:

MODEL:20 = AX200030 = AX300045 = AX4500

AX SERIES

DAMPENED/NON-DAMPENED
D = DAMPENEDN = NON-DAMPENED

BAR SIZE:6 = 6” BAR9 = 9” BAR COLOR: BRACKET/KNOBS
BS = BLACK/SILVER
BT = BLACK/TACTICAL
BB = BLACK/BLACK
SS = SILVER/SILVER
ST = SILVER/TACTICAL
SB = SILVER/BLACK

RIGHT HAND/LEFT HAND
R = RIGHT HAND
L = LEFT HAND

available in gray only
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 NON-T

HREA
DED

item. AXS
B-10

- HEX/S
QUAR

E-END,
 THREA

DED #10-32

SPEC
IFY C

OLO
R: B

- BLA
CK

OR
S - SI

LVER

AX S
ERIE

S

- item: AX
KS + COLO

R CHOI
CE

ACH
IEVE

- item: AC
HV-K

S + COLO
R CHOI

CE*

*SILVER
OR BLACK

ONLY

S - SIL
VER

|  B - B
LAC

K |  T - T
ACT

ICAL

(SET
OF 5

)

(AX SE
RIES

ONL
Y)

ACHV
-RRB BLOC

K

SHOW
N IN S

ILVER

item. ACH
V-RR

B

- ACHIE
VE SERIE

S RECU
RVE # 8-32

THRE
ADED

BLOC
K

SPEC
IFY C

OLO
R:  

B - B
LAC

K OR
S - SI

LVER

item. AXS
C-BK

item. AXB
X-RS item. AXB

X-TS

protects

scope when

not in use

item. AXR
B

-2ND/3
RD AXIS

NON
-THRE

ADE
D SCO

PE B
LOC

K

item. AXR
B-H

-2ND/3
RD AXIS

THR
EAD

ED SCO
PE B

LOC
K

easily change out

multiple set-ups, while

maintaining alignment

SPEC
IFY C

OLO
R:  

B - B
LAC

K OR
S - SI

LVER

item: AC
HV-M

B + COLO
R CHOI

CE

TB - TEAL
BRA

CKE
T/BL

ACK
KNO

B

WB - BRO
WN BRA

CKE
T/BL

ACK
KNO

B

BB - BLA
CK B

RAC
KET/

BLA
CK K

NOB

BS - BLA
CK B

RAC
KET/

SILV
ER K

NOB
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ER B
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KET/
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CK K

NOB

SS - SILV
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RAC
KET/

SILV
ER K

NOB

PB - PINK
BRA

CKE
T/BL

ACK
KNO

B

UB - PUR
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BRA
CKE

T/BL
ACK

KNO
B

LB - BLU
E BR

ACK
ET/B

LAC
K KN

OB

      GB - GOL
D BRA

CKE
T/BL

ACK
KNO

B

RB - RED
BRA

CKE
T/BL

ACK
KNO

B

OB - ORA
NGE

BRA
CKE

T/BL
ACK

KNO
B

EB - GRE
EN BRA

CKE
T/BL

ACK
KNO

B

item: AX
MB

+ COLO
R CHOI

CE BB
- BLA

CK B
RAC

KET/
BLA

CK K
NOB

BT
- BLA

CK B
RAC

KET/
TAC

TICA
L KN

OB

BS
- BLA

CK B
RAC

KET/
SILV

ER K
NOB

SB
- SILV

ER B
RAC

KET/
BLA

CK K
NOB

ST
- SILV

ER B
RAC

KET/
TAC
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L KN

OB

SS
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ER B
RAC
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SILV

ER K
NOB
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TO 
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URT
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:

GEO
RGE

 RY
ALS

 IV,
 USA

PHO
TO 

CO
URT

ESY
 OF

:

SAR
AH

 LA
NC

E, U
SA

*all colors while supplies last



100% all aircraft aluminum, the X3
1 and X4

1 series scopes offer numerous options for any style of archery. the X3
1 features an 1 3/8” scope housing where the

X41
features the larger 1 3/4” housing. your choice of the Yoke Connection System (fits only with the aX or achieve target sights) or the stainless steel 10-32

threaded rod that fits all available sights on the market today. ring pins are available in 0.010 or 0.019 pin sizes in green, blue, red or yellow. clear target doc’s

choice lenses are sold separately (see page 29 for details). and most lens manufacturers make the common sizes of both the X3
1 and X4

1. can be used with

lens and lens frame alone, in
conjunction with a ring pin, or ring pin alone.. quality at its finest, the X series of scopes has something to offer everyone.

T.C.
V. is provided due to the

“hour-glass” or “venturi” shape inside

scope which supplies a circular sight

picture reference even when viewed

slightly off-center.

INFERIOR
TUBE SHAPE

SCOPE
(NOTGOOD)

LOST V ISION RED RING
TORQUE

INDICATOR

VI
EW

AN
GL

E
5 D

EG
RE

ES

VIEW
ANGLE5 DEGREES

AXCEL
TRUE CENTER

VISION

our red ring torque

indicator is not visible

when set up properly. if

you see red at full draw, you are

torquing your bow.

engraved eXternal peep alignment ring

at same depth as sight pin or lens decal

to keep pin centered even when viewed

slightly off angle.

new scope fiber-optic light

openings supply ambient light

to the fiber of the ring pin, 

while stopping the inaccurate

distracting/  refracting light

from getting into the interior

of the scope

2 screws for a stronger

connection

BLACK
(BK)

SILVE
R (SI)

YCS CONN
ECTIO

N COLO
RS ONLY

FOR X
-41 SC

OPE, 

FITS 1-
3/4” O

R 43M
M LENS

(SHOWN
WITH

YCS C
ONNE

CTION
SYSTE

M

OPTIO
N, RING

PIN - SO
LD SE

PARAT
ELY)

item shown: AX41-YCS
- black X41 with ycs connection system

item:   
AX41-SCR

- black X41 with #10-32
connection rod

FOR X
-31 SC

OPE, 

FITS 1-
3/8” O

R 35MM
LENS

(SHOW
N WIT

H YCS C
ONNE

CTION
SYST

EM OPTIO
N, 

RING
PIN - S

OLD S
EPAR

ATELY
)

item: AX31-YCS
- X31 with ycs connection system
AX31-RP19-RD - shown with .19” red ring pin installed

item: AX31-SCR
- black X31 with #10-32

connection rod

AX41-RP19-GR - shown with .19” green ring pin installed

item: AX31-LR
regular X31lens
retainer only

item: AX41-LR
regular X41lens
retainer only

item: AX31-HLR
hooded X31lens

retainer only

item: AX41-HLR
hooded X41 lens

retainer only

item: AX31-LF
1-3/8” frame only

item: AX41-LF
1-3/4” frame only

item: AX31-LF-SET
1-3/8” or 35mm frames only

item: AX41-LF-SET
1-3/4” or 43mm frames only

stainless steel
#10-32 connection

rod option

SCOPE

RING PIN
ASSEMBLY

RED SPACER
RING

SOLD SEPARATELY

LENS AND
LENS FRAME
ASSEMBLY

alignment pins in sight ring fit one of four detents
in scope, allow for top, bottom, left, right positioning.

aX31-sh or aX41-sh 
(IF SOLD SEPARATELY)

CHO
OS

E
optional sight connection

(lens retainer used at all
times; with or witout eXtra

components.)

(use 1 red ring spacer for
assembly shown with ring
pin, spacer, then lens/lens

frame assembly)

(install lens frame around lens,
then drop lens assembly in. use 2

red ring spacers, for scope without
ring-pin assembly)

(install ring-pin assembly first, 
then use 2 red ring spacers for

scope without lens)

SOLD SEPARATELY

LENS RETAINER

THE AXCE
L RING

PIN INCOR
PORA

TES FEATU
RES WHICH

ARE

LICEN
SED UNDE

R U.S. PA
TENT

NO. RE
39,686

TO KHOS
HNOO

D

SMALL LEVEL BRACKET
ITEM:AXSL

OR

FITS AXCEL™ TOURNAMENT SIGHT
THREAD PITCH = 3/8 X 32
ITEM:AXAT-SL - WHITE LIGHT
ITEM:AXAT-SL-BL - BLUE LIGHT LIGHT*

*USE WITH BLUEFIBER OPTIC ONLY

SIGHT LIGHT OPTION

item: AX3
1-CT

DC

add to item code: 

- 2X (2 POWER) - D
IOPTE

R = .2
5

- 4X (4 POWER) - D
IOPTE

R = .5
0

- 6X (6 POWER) - D
IOPTE

R = .7
5

- 8X (8 POWER) - D
IOPTE

R = 1.
00

item: AX3
1-Y2

X

aXcel X-31with ycs connection with doc’s choice 1-3/8” dia. 

item: AX4
1-CT

DC

replace:  2X
for 2 power lens

4X for 4 power lens

6X for 6 power lens

8X for 8 power lens

item: AX3
1-S2

X

aXcel X-31with #10-32 stainless steel rod with doc’s choice 1-3/8” dia. (BLAC
K ONL

Y)

item: AX4
1-Y2

X

aXcel X-41with ycs connection with doc’s choice 1-3/4” dia. 

item: AX4
1-S2

X

aXcel X-41with #10-32 stainless steel rod with doc’s choice 1-3/4” dia. (BLAC
K ONL

Y)

add to item code: 

- 2X (2 POWER) - D
IOPTE

R = .2
5

- 4X (4 POWER) - D
IOPTE

R = .5
0

- 6X (6 POWER) - D
IOPTE

R = .7
5

- 8X (8 POWER) - D
IOPTE

R = 1.
00

AXP
R-LN

RT-G
Y

item: AXP
R-RD

CS-B
K

item: AXP
R-SM

DT-B
K

item: AXP
R-SM

DT-O
R

item: AXP
R-RD

CL-B
K

item: 

-AXP
R-SR

31-B
L

-AXP
R-SR

31-G
R

-AXP
R-SR

31-P
I

-AXP
R-SR

31-O
R

-AXP
R-SR

31-R
D

-AXP
R-SR

31-Y
L

-AXP
R-SR

31-W
H

item: 

-AXP
R-SR

41-B
L

-AXP
R-SR

41-G
R

-AXP
R-SR

41-P
I

-AXP
R-SR

41-O
R

-AXP
R-SR

41-R
D

-AXP
R-SR

41-Y
L

-AXP
R-SR

4    1-W
H

item: 

upgrade your optics to the best.  clear targets offers doc’s choice - a superior line of lenses developed by an optometrist for aXcel
™

scopes. doc feels it’s the best lens on the market.  the crizal® lens, by essilor, with its special coatings eliminates glare and reflections, 

repels water, dirt, smudges and oil, and resists scratching. the same quality lenses used by optometrist for eyewear, the crizal® lens offers the

most enduring clarity of vision. clear targets cuts each shatter-proof lens in their lab, guar--anteeing a true optical center for eXact visual

clarity with no distortions. see the target clearly every time with doc’s choice – the best lens you can select for your scope.



ITEM:  ASHIRT-BK
black. pre-shrunk, men’s sizes (S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)

ITEM:  TSHIRT-BL
blue, pre-shrunk, men’s

sizes (S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)

ITEM:  VEST-M-BK
black,  100% polyester, pre-shrunk, men’s sizes
(S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)

ITEM:  CHATS-EZ
white, ez twill, adjustable

ITEM:  AHATS-EZ-BK
black, ez twill, adjustable

ITEM:  AHATS-EZ-BL
blue, ez twill, adjustable

ITEM:  HATS-EZ-BK
black, ez twill, adjustable

ITEM:  HATS-EZ-BL
blue ez twill, adjustable

FRONT

BACK

FRONT

BACK

100% polyester. 
flame design.

*personalization
available

(XS,S,M,L,XL,
XXL,XXXL)

ITEM:  SSHIRT-FLITEM:  SSHIRT-RD
100% polyester.
*personalization

available
(XS,S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)

ITEM:  SSHIRT-BK
100% polyester. 
*personalization available

(XS,S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)

FRONT
BACK

FRONT

BACK

FRONT

BACK

ITEM:  TSHIRT-HBX
black100% cotton pre-shrunk, 
men’s sizes (S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)

ITEM:  TSHIRT-BK
black100% cotton pre-shrunk, 
men’s sizes (S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)

ITEM:  HSHIRT-BL
available in blue, black, or red
100% cotton pre-shrunk, 
men’s sizes (S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)

ITEM:  ASHIRT-WH
white 100% cotton pre-shrunk, 
men’s sizes (S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)

ITEM:  ASHIRT-GY
gray 100% cotton pre-shrunk, 
men’s sizes (S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)

FRONT

BACK

FRONT

BACK

ITEM:  HOOD-R1
100% cotton pre-shrunk.
(MEN'S SIZES)
comes in small, medium, large, 
X-large, XX-large, XXX-large.

FRONT

BACK

FRONT

BACK

ITEM:  HOOD-M

ITEM:  LSHIRT

7oz. 100% polyester
with moisture wicking

properties. (MEN'S SIZES)
comes in small, medium, large, X-large, 

XX-large, XXX-large.

featuring a european mount
deer skull along with t.r.u. ball®

across the chest.  on the back, "est. 1995" is
written with design to stamp the birth of

the t.r.u. ball® release company which
revolutionized the release market. the left
arm features the t.r.u. ball® release name for
added style. 100% cotton (s,m,l,Xl,XXl,XXXl)

size:  approX 5' X 3'

a random selection of 6 t.r.u.
ball® and aXcel™ rubber
wrist bands.  color choices
vary, and the pack of 6 pieces
  is randomly selected. 

wrist band variety pack (PACK OF 6PCS.) ITEM: BANR
ITEM: BAND

ITEM: TOWEL-BK super absorbant, 100% cotton
towelcontains gromet with
spring clip. 16” X 24”

available sizes:
24”
16”
10”

available sizes: 
10”

available sizes:
24”
16”
10”

ITEM: TDECL
ITEM: CDECL-10

ITEM: ADECL

-ITEM: TDECL-24
-ITEM: TDECL-16
-ITEM: T    DECL-10

-ITEM: ADECL-24
-ITEM: ADECL-16
-ITEM: ADECL-10

A. 

B.

C.
D.

E.
F. G. H. I. J. K. L. M.

N. O. P. Q.

WOMENS QUAD KNIT BEANIE|

FLAT BRIM HATS

ITEM: BEANIE-W-WH

ITEM: HATS-FLAT-BK

ITEM: AHATS-FLAT-BK

ITEM: ABEANIE-W-WH

ITEM: BEANIE-M-BKITEM: BEANIE-M-CA

ITEM: ABEANIE-M-BK

this beanie is snug to the
head and ears to keep heat in. 

100% acrylic yarn. 
(ONE SIZE FITS MOST)

structured hat features a high crown,
flat brim, and snapback closure

MENS QUAD KNIT BEANIE|
this beanie is snug to the

head and ears to keep heat in. 
100% acrylic yarn. 
(ONE SIZE FITS MOST)

*all hats ONE SIZE FITS MOST *all hats ONE SIZE FITS MOST



  the aXcel ring pin incorporates features which are licensed under u.s. patent no. re39,686 to khoshnood

bone collector is a registered trademark of michael waddell llc. the beast,  the beast ii, 
the bone collector™ bandit, the bone collector™ scout, and the bone collector™ assassin

are official licensed products of michael waddell's bone collector™.  
these products are manufactured and distributed by

t.r.u. inc., 
p.o. boX 1180

madison heights, va 24572
mathews® lost camo™ and mathews®  harmonic damper™ are trademarks of mathews, inc.

velcro® is a registered trademark of velcro industries.

ITEMS IN THIS CATALOG MAY BE PATENT PENDING OR
COVERED BY US PATENTS & REGISTERED TRADEMARKS. 

VISIT
WWW.TRUBALL.COM/LEGAL.HTML

WWW.AXCELSIGHTS.COM/LEGAL.HTML
for a full list of patents & trademarks.     


